It's interesting to see all these people who claim to be "Pagan" (without going through a spiritual transformation process), they are simply just becoming christians. The change is only in title. And in claims on what one actually worships. The narratives and the outlandish accusations against the opposing groups, always stay the same.

The "Tribalists" and many other so called "Pagans" have fully absorbed the jewish opinion and outlook on what the destiny of the White and the Nordic person is alike. A goyim essentially. And not only this, they have glamorized such as formed a second christianity around such to follow it loyally. The only thing that is not the same is the racial thing, as they at least believe in racial loyalty, and at least holding the names of the Gods in some respect.

Then on the antipode we have the kosher alt-right that supports that every ape and every retard has the right to go to space, and spread the so called "Civilization", and of course, keep an icon of Rabbi Yeshua in their pocket to some other solar system, to teach some poor aliens the same bullshit that the jews have inflicted on us people of the earth.

Obviously both pompous and errant are these ideologies, and infested highly with the same disease of the same ancient jewish leprosy. That has no logic or measure unto itself.

Claiming to believe in the Gods only is not only not enough. But it doesn't get anywhere. Every person can say they believe in the "Gods" or that they are "Their Follower". One is obligated to reach to the Gods, aka, to spiritually advance, if one wants to be Pagan instead of "pagan". Race is just a manifestation of a natural but also metaphysical existence. It's in the spirit, the soul, or however one wants to call it.

I have seen this very strongly in people who claim to be Pagan but they don't want to follow through to anything but their own so-called beliefs.

In the same way christianity preaches a return to nothingness, socially or for the person, they similarly wish the same thing. One example is the belief that "Civilization" must go and become destroyed. And that somehow this will be ultimately beneficial. Well I agree much of it has to go to shambles if we are to re-
create the world. Decadence has reached untold levels at this point. But still what is this our problem, especially when one knows about jewish influence?

It's clear as to whom and what brings this thing into our midst, the jew does. Not only to us but to the whole mankind. And it's not our natural objective nor we need to get blamed for it.

Of course, it was a curse on such people that someone came to them and taught them how to write, for example, the first being of which was Odin. It was blissful eating starches and not even having a script, until Odin came and broke this tranquility and blissfulness. Odin must be cursed for giving them spiritual knowledge and a scripted alphabet. Which modern hardcore Tribalists seem to also reject, one as delusion, the other as signs of 'civilization' that border of being 'too much'.

Because the nature of the Nordic is that of a..."Barbarian". And the destiny of such species who excel in everything and were some of the greatest people of the world. Is to just chop wood in the middle of nowhere. Does that seem convincing to anyone or is it just me disbelieving such divine revelations...I am probably being a civilized worthless species now, like Tesla, Voltaire, Hitler, whatever else have you.

Tesla was going against the spirit of the Barbaric European. Also, Tesla was a mud race as well according to the clever and very racially studied "Pagans". Tesla's destiny was to chop wood and shit in a wooden bucket. But somehow Tesla was so derailed by evil civilization he elevated mankind by a few thousand years ahead. Tesla's future lied in the forest, chopping wood and inventing pointy rocks.

What did the jewish system tell Tesla. That he is to live impoverished and a life of shit, rather than set this world thousands of years ahead. The same thing is told to other Whites today by the same forces, and ironically, people who claim to be Pagan and racial loyalists. One would put Tesla to die in a hotel room of poverty, the other would put him in the middle of nowhere to chop wood like a tard for the rest of his life. Tesla would belong in neither worlds...

Tesla was one of these rare moments, like Hitler, where the world sees a glimpse of the people ahead. What is in our seed to become but we are still being prevented from becoming. The reality of such becoming is metaphysical.

Christianity is filled with logical fallacies. "Pagans" frequently try to claim, those who are White at least, that the "Barbaric Nordics" are an "Uncivilized" race, and that this is a good thing as well. However ironically enough, these races have
maintained the highest standards of civilization to ever exist on the planet, are the "Nordics" and the Nordic predominant countries. Still to this day.

I guess since they aren't made for this, they do this so good, because they aren't made for this. While of course the other 'civilized' tribes such as the Middle Easterners and the Africans in a few cases they had severe problems maintaining the simplest forms of civilization. Many "Pagans" also claim "Civilization is a Middle Eastern Thing".

As you can see, the fact that Christians removed all civilization and knowledge from Europeans, made us illiterate, and returned us back to the level of not having a civilization, around 2000 years or more, was entirely profitable to us. We literally thrived in the Middle Ages and during the large plagues of the time, compared to the decadent Rome or the Hellenistic Era. We returned to our, as far as "Pagans" are concerned, "Natural State".

Rabbi Shekelovich would also agree, the European Barbarian Goyim returned back to it's natural habitat, in chopping wood, taking a dump in the woods, and occasionally hunting food like a wild beast. The most superior achievement of such was to make a nice piece of handiwork, exactly what Rabbi Shekelstein approved to a Museum, and of course make a spear here and then to hunt the pigs. The European Barbarian. Let's forget any possibilities about Thule, our origins in the stars, or how Hitler and the National Socialists communicated with Aliens from outer space. Cause this is just, uhm, not Barbarian. You're not being a barbarian if you have such beliefs.

Many Varg type "Pagans" and Rabbi Shekelovich both want the same thing, to return Europeans into such a deep primitive state that when the jews will come around with the nukes, we will be throwing spears at them. Such attempt was done in the Middle Ages it's just the jews didn't have the technology to wipe us all out back then, but they used biological warfare such as the bubonic plague. They truly have been trying such for centuries by degenerating civilization and making it so morbidly paranoid (as it's written in Deuteronomy) to make the mind of the inhabitants of such go mad by the visuals they will see.

What many people in particular christians do is enforce their own experience with something to everyone else. They believe that "Jesus Saves" and in this delusion, they force anyone else to it. In the same way in the mind of the so called "Pagans", "Nature Saves".

Christians were sitting waiting for the apocalypse while some other self-proclaimed "Pagans" are now waiting for cataclysmic natural events such as the new Ice Age etc. All these events are coming anyday now, and whomever who
doesn't understand such, is 'stupid', will not be 'saved', and/or is 'too
domesticated'.

Jesus Christ will save the good sheep, and Mommy Natura will save the good
barbaric people who follow the dictates of Pagan X. Both require trivial things
such as making a lot of sacrifice, trashing one's self, and of course giving away
one's wealth (and civilization as an accumulated such form, wealth in the material
level and on the intellectual level accumulated through centuries upon centuries
of hard work, toil, death and work). If these things are given as sacrifices, to the
inevitable apocalypse, the people will survive, if not, they will perish.

The new agers do very similar things. They say things like "Oh, I love the
Universe". Of course, you love something which you know nothing about or have
never experienced. In the same way, "Pagans" love "Odin", a thing they have
never experienced, or scarcely understand.

To these people of course, anything 'modern' is useless. I guess if their kid falls
of a cliff and breaks their head, they will not be heading to a doctor, but rather
pray to Odin to descend and put the pieces back together. Because "Fuck
Civilization". And of course, "Fuck Civilization", all while being guarded by a
military, law, and many other things which are of course...Civilization.

As always, if something goes wrong, and it fits the narrative, then it's on the
people. For example, Whites fight and die to build civilization after civilization. If a
civilization of theirs (A tool) is taken over with someone else, it's the tool creator's
problem and not the jewish thief that is responsible, as this fallacious logic
presupposes. And for that reason, White Goyim, you must stop making tools for
life, so you will not be able to defend yourself when the jew will come to kill you
with the knife you created. Because look at it, Goyim, you made this knife...Feel
guilty and repent to Mother Natura for the Upcoming Apocalypse now. So, you
must be guilt tripped for having the intelligence to create a knife goyim.

The same fallacious logic and blame on White people for...developing...is the
same as blaming a lion for developing a beautiful mane and criminalizing it
because it had the misfortune to contact deadly fleas. According to the so called
"European Pagan Community", this is the problem: growing a mane. As for the
alien fleas, the idea is, that if the lion was bald and weak, it would never have
fleas. This is what potato reasoning looks like.

The only True Paganism, named also Spiritual Satanism, is a path of experience
and elevating the spirit. As Hitler stated "I cannot love that which I do not
understand, and I cannot understand that which I at least know."
Great words for the Gods while someone scarcely tries to reach them, are not only hypocritical, but they invite the ridicule of the higher powers. Satan doesn't want the world to praise him, Satan wants people to get to KNOW him. The same is the issue with the Gods.
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